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Menotti Enterprise LLC 

We keep NYC safe with vetted, comprehensive risk assessment and construction management services. 

Contact us at 844.SAFE-NYC (723.3692) or come visit us at booth #131 at the NYC Build Expo to learn how we can help you make 

your construction project a success. 

We offer the following services, backed by our combined 100 years of experience and our passionate dedication to safety: 

Construction and Site Safety Management: We provide adept construction managers with the expertise necessary to take your project 

from start to finish. Let us tackle any hurdles in the way! 

Engineering: From government and education to retail and commercial, we’re skilled at virtually any engineering project — and we 

always keep safety first in mind. 

Safety Training: We’re eager to share our expertise, which is why we offer safety courses for your team. Learn about OSHA, 

scaffolding, site safety techniques, and other essential safety topics. 

Expediting: Few things are more frustrating than construction delays. Let us help you cut through red tape and mitigate further 

delays. 

Special Inspections: We’ve seen it all, and so we can perform inspections no matter what your situation is. We specialize in identifying 

hazards, engineering roadblocks, and potential delays — then overcoming them all.  

Environmental: It’s easy to neglect the environmental factors in a construction project that impact safety and efficiency. We can 

provide you with a comprehensive environmental assessment, as well as recommendations to keep your project moving. 

Other Specialty Services: Whatever you need, Menotti Enterprises can provide, from pest management to site safety and efficiency! 

With our years of varied experience, we can provide you with highly customized recommendations and expert management. 

Your construction project needs our expertise to be executed quickly and successfully. With our emphasis on safety, we can ensure 

that your team and clients are safe and happy. You deserve to have your project handled by the best — and save time and money 

along the way. Contact Menotti Enterprises today and let us help you make your project a success. 

 


